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The Sixteen Satires
2004-05-27

perhaps more than any other writer juvenal c ad 55 138 captures the splendour the squalor and
the sheer energy of everyday roman life in the sixteen satires he evokes a fascinating world
of whores fortune tellers boozy politicians slick lawyers shameless sycophants ageing flirts
and downtrodden teachers a member of the traditional land owning class that was rapidly seeing
power slip into the hands of outsiders juvenal also creates savage portraits of decadent
aristocrats male and female seeking excitement among the lower orders of actors and gladiators
and of the jumped up sons of newly rich former slaves constantly comparing the corruption of
his own generation with its stern and upright forebears juvenal s powers of irony and
invective make his work a stunningly satirical and bitter denunciation of the degeneracy of
roman society

The Sixteen Satires (Penguin Classics).
1998

translations of juvenal s satires by authors from the 16th to the 20th century

The Sixteen Satires [by] Juvenal
1967

the satires of horace 65 8 bc written in the troubled decade ending with the establishment of
augustus regime provide an amusing treatment of men s perennial enslavement to money power



glory and sex epistles i addressed to the poet s friends deals with the problem of achieving
contentment amid the complexities of urban life while epistles ii and the ars poetica discuss
latin poetry its history and social functions and the craft required for its success both
works have had a powerful influence on later western literature inspiring poets from ben
jonson and alexander pope to w h auden and robert frost the satires of persius ad 34 62 are
highly idiosyncratic containing a courageous attack on the poetry and morals of his wealthy
contemporaries even the ruling emperor nero

The sixteen satires
1982

classica et mediaevalia volume 51

The Sixteen Satires
1974

in search of the romans is a lively and informative introduction to ancient rome making
extensive use of ancient sources and copiously illustrated with photographs drawings maps and
plans now for the first time in colour its opening two chapters guide the reader through the
events of roman history from the foundation of the city to the fall of the empire subsequent
chapters introduce the most important aspects of the roman world the army and the provinces
religion society and entertainment the final two chapters focus on pompeii and herculaneum the
two cities destroyed by vesuvius new to this edition are sections on the augustan principate
on the roman army on life in the provinces and on engineering innovations while the existing
text is revised throughout the narrative includes descriptions of many individuals from the



roman world drawn from a variety of social settings activity boxes and further reading lists
throughout each chapter aid students understanding of the subject review questions challenge
students to read further and reflect on some of the most important social political and
cultural issues of ancient rome as well as to compare them with those of their own society the
new edition is supported by a website that includes images maps and timelines further reading
and related links

Juvenal
1967

provides a comprehensive overview for both beginning and advanced students of satiric forms
from ancient poetry to contemporary digital media

The Satires of Juvenal Paraphrastically Imitated, and Adapted
to the Times. With a Preface. [By Edward Burnaby Greene.]
1763

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the satyricon complete by petronius
arbiter digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every
digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books
are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature



Juvenal in English
2001

donkeys carried christ into jerusalem while in greek myth they transported hephaistos up to
mount olympos and dionysos into battle against the giants they were probably the first animals
that people ever rode as well as the first used on a large scale as beasts of burden
associated with kingship and the gods in the ancient near east they have been and in many
places still are a core technology for moving people and goods over both short and long
distances as well as a supplier of muscle power for threshing and grinding grain pressing
olives raising water ploughing fields and pulling carts to name just a few of the uses to
which they have been put yet despite this they remain one of the least studied and most widely
ignored of all domestic animals consigned to the margins of history like so many of those who
still depend upon them spanning the globe and extending from the donkey s initial
domestication up to the present this book seeks to remedy this situation by using
archaeological evidence in combination with insights from history and anthropology to
resituate the donkey and its hybrid offspring such as the mule in the unfolding of human
history looking not just at what donkeys and mules did but also at how people have thought
about and understood them intended in part for university researchers and students working in
the broad fields of world history archaeology animal history and anthropology but it should
also interest anyone keen to learn more about one of the most widespread and important of the
animals that people have domesticated

Satires and Epistles of Horace and Satires of Persius
2005-09-29



this is the ocr endorsed edition covering the latin as and a level group 3 prescription of
juvenal satire 6 and the a level group 4 prescription of satires 14 and 15 giving full latin
text commentary and vocabulary with a detailed introduction that also covers the prescribed
material to be read in english for a level juvenal was the last and the greatest of the roman
verse satirists and his poetry gives us an exuberant and outrageously jaundiced view of the
early roman empire this book contains a selection from three of his satires satire 6 attacks
women and marriage satire 14 critiques the role played by parents in the education of children
and satire 15 describes all too vividly the cannibalism perpetrated by warring egyptians these
satires expose the folly and the wickedness of the world in some of the finest latin to have
survived from antiquity supporting resources are available on the companion website bloomsbury
pub ocr editions 2024 2026

Classica Et Mediaevalia vol.51
2000

ben jonson 1572 1637 is recognised as one of the major poets and dramatists of his time it is
surprising therefore that this should be the first study to look specifically at the role of
women in his poetry barbara smith challenges previously held conceptions of jonson as a
misogynist upholding the patronage system that allowed him to work through detailed
examination of his poetic structures the influence of juvenal martial and horace and jonson s
attitudes to his own female patrons the countess of bedford and lady mary wroth the women of
ben jonson s poetry demonstrates how seventeenth century cultural values and ideas of gender
are both supported and subverted in the poems if we survey jonson in his works and know him
there we will find the independence of spirit and originality that made him a rarity in his
time and ours



In Search of the Romans (Second Edition)
2019-12-12

here jerome murphy o connor presents a completely new and much more vivid and dramatic account
of the life of paul than has ever previously been attempted from his childhood in tarsus and
his years as a student in jerusalem to the successes and failures of his ministry this
biography has no peer in terms of its detailed reconstructions of paul s movements and motives
traditionally the acts of the apostles has provided the framework for the lives of paul in
recent years however the historical value of the acts has been called into question despite
the accuracy of many details they have been linked in ways which reflect the interests of luke
rather than objective reality critical assessment is called for if they are to be incorporated
into a life of paul the prime source for a reconstruction of the apostle s life must be his
own writings recent advances in the study of the letters have brought to light new depths
which enables them to be used for biographical purposes the originality of this book lies in
the combination of these two approaches which are reinforced by close attention to the social
and cultural aspects of paul s ministry as revealed by archaeology and contemporary texts and
it transforms a fountain of theological ideas into a human being

Satires
1802

highlighting both the differences and similarities between the various eras the author shows
that honour has played an important and complex role in the ignition conduct and end of wars
throughout history and how it remains a vital influence on modern warfare this volume will be
of interest to studens of military history military ethics security studies and international



relations jacket

The Cambridge Introduction to Satire
2019

rich eclectic a feast telegraph this landmark collection brings together forty writers that
reflect over a hundred years of italy s vibrant and diverse short story tradition from the
birth of the modern nation to the end of the twentieth century poets journalists visual
artists musicians editors critics teachers scientists politicians translators the writers that
inhabit these pages represent a dynamic cross section of italian society their powerful voices
resonating through regional landscapes private passions and dramatic political events this
wide ranging selection curated by jhumpa lahiri includes well known authors such as italo
calvino elsa morante and luigi pirandello alongside many captivating new discoveries more than
a third of the stories featured in this volume have been translated into english for the first
time several of them by lahiri herself

The Satyricon — Complete
2022-09-16

one of the stories from the bestselling historical fiction falco series as the girl came
running up the steps i decided she was wearing far too many clothes so in 1989 readers were
introduced to marcus didius falco the roman informer as he stood on the steps of the temple of
saturn looking out across the forum the heart of his world twenty years and twenty books later
falco fans want a companion volume only here will you learn the author s private background
including her descent from a failed assassin and how atheism improved her knitting here too



are the real glories and heartache involved in research and creation why the baby had to be
born in barcelona which plots evolved from intense loathing of management trainees what part a
thermal vest played in the iconic falco s conception it can t be a complete handbook to
ancient rome but it covers perennial issues there are a hundred illustrations some specially
commissioned others from family archives enlightening quotations come from the falco books and
from eminent sources juvenal through chandler to 1066 and all that readers have asked for this
book their paranoid secretive author agrees it is now or never time to spill beans on the
travertine

The Donkey in Human History
2018

the bite and wit of two of antiquity s best satirists persius and juvenal are captured in this
text

Juvenal Satires: A Selection
2023-02-09

you people put importance on your lives well my life has never been important to anyone i
haven t got any guilt about anything bragged the mass murderer charles manson these children
that come at you with knives they are your children you taught them i didn t teach them they
are running in the streets and they are coming right at you when a real murderer accuses the
society he has brutalized we are shocked but we are thrilled by the same accusations when they
are mouthed by a fictional rebel outlaw or monster in bitter carnival michael andr bernstein
explores this contradiction and defines a new figure the abject hero standing at the junction



of contestation and conformity the abject hero occupies the logically impossible space created
by the intersection of the satanic and the servile bernstein shows that we heroicize the
abject hero because he represents a convention that has become a staple of our common
mythology as seductive in mass culture as it is in high art moving from an examination of
classical latin satire through radically new analyses of diderot dostoevsky and cline and
culminating in the courtroom testimony of charles manson bitter carnival offers a revisionist
rereading of the entire tradition of the saturnalian dialogue between masters and slaves
monarchs and fools philosophers and madmen citizens and malcontents it contests the supposedly
regenerative power of the carnivalesque and challenges the pieties of utopian radicalism
fashionable in contemporary academic thinking the clarity of its argument and literary style
compel us to confront a powerful dilemma that engages some of the most central issues in
literary studies ethics cultural history and critical theory today

The Women of Ben Jonson's Poetry
2016-12-05

this comprehensive guide to the history of literary criticism from antiquity to the present
day provides an authoritative overview of the major movements figures and texts of literary
criticism as well as surveying their cultural historical and philosophical contexts supplies
the cultural historical and philosophical background to the literary criticism of each era
enables students to see the development of literary criticism in context organised
chronologically from classical literary criticism through to deconstruction considers a wide
range of thinkers and events from the french revolution to freud s views on civilization can
be used alongside any anthology of literary criticism or as a coherent stand alone
introduction



Paul: A Critical Life
1996-06-27

part of a five volume project on the theological questions surrounding the origins of
christianity this book offers a reappraisal of literary historical and theological readings of
the new testament arguing for a form of critical realism that facilitates different readings
of the text

Military Honour and the Conduct of War
2006-07-28

who qualifies as the worst of roman emperors and why join l j trafford for a tour of the very
worst leadership in ancient rome featuring caligula commodus and many more between 27 bce and
476 ce a series of men became roman emperor ruling a domain that stretched across europe north
africa and the near east some of them did this rather well expanding rome s territories
further installing just laws and maintaining order within the city others however were
distinctly less successful at the job ancient rome s worst emperors takes an engaging and
amusing look at the mad the bad and the catastrophically incompetent of rome s rulers from the
sadistically cruel caligula to the hopelessly weak valentinian ii there were many who failed
dismally at the top job for a variety of reasons but what qualifies someone as a worst emperor
what evidence is there to support it and should we believe any of it join us on a tour of the
very worst leadership ancient rome has to offer as we delve into sadistic acts of cruelty
paranoia run rampant poor decision making skills and the danger of being the wrong man at the
wrong time



The Penguin Book of Italian Short Stories
2019-03-07

here is the ideal introduction to satire for the student and for the experienced scholar an
occasion to reconsider the uses problems and pleasures of satire in light of contemporary
theory satire is a staple of the literary classroom dustin griffin moves away from the
prevailing moral didactic approach established thirty some years ago to a more open view and
reintegrates the menippean tradition with the tradition of formal verse satire exploring texts
from aristophanes to the moderns with special emphasis on the eighteenth century griffin uses
a dozen figures horace juvenal persius lucian more rabelais donne dryden pope swift blake and
byron as primary examples because satire often operates as a mode or procedure rather than as
a genre griffin offers not a comprehensive theory but a set of critical perspectives some of
his topics are traditional in satire criticism the role of satire as moralist the nature of
satiric rhetoric the impact of satire on the political order others are new the problems of
satire and closure the pleasure it affords readers and writers and the socioeconomic status of
the satirist griffin concludes that satire is problematic open ended essayistic and ambiguous
in its relationship to history uncertain in its political effect resistant to formal closure
more inclined to ask questions than provide answers and ambivalent about the pleasures it
offers

Falco: The Official Companion
2011-01-18

this encyclopedia gathers together the most recent scholarship on medieval italy while
offering a sweeping view of all aspects of life in italy during the middle ages this two



volume illustrated a z reference is a cross disciplinary resource for information on
literature history the arts science philosophy and religion in italy between a d 450 and 1375
for more information including the introduction a full list of entries and contributors a
generous selection of sample pages and more visit the medieval italy an encyclopedia website

Juvenal and Persius
2004

first published in 2004 medieval italy an encyclopedia provides an introduction to the many
and diverse facets of italian civilization from the late roman empire to the end of the
fourteenth century it presents in two volumes articles on a wide range of topics including
history literature art music urban development commerce and economics social and political
institutions religion and hagiography philosophy and science this illustrated a z reference is
a cross disciplinary resource and will be of key interest not only to students and scholars of
history but also to those studying a range of subjects as well as the general reader

Bitter Carnival
1992-03-17

a thrilling and momentous account of the great fire of rome and how a modern city arose from
its embers peril was everywhere in ancient rome but the great fire of 64 ce was unlike
anything the city had ever experienced no building no neighborhood no person was safe from
conflagration when the fire finally subsided after burning for nine days straight vast swaths
of rome were in ruins the greatest city of the ancient world had endured its greatest blow in
the great fire of rome joseph j walsh tells the true story of this deadly episode in rome s



history he explains why rome was such a vulnerable tinderbox outlines the difficulties of life
in that exciting and dangerous city and recounts the fire s aftermath and legacy a legacy that
includes the transformation of much of ancient rome into a modern city situating the fire
within the context of other perils that residents of rome faced including frequent flooding
pollution crime and dangerously shoddy construction he highlights the firefighting technology
of the period and examines the ways in which the city s architecture and planning contributed
to the severity of the blaze introducing readers to the grim realities of life in that
overwhelming and overwhelmed city while chronicling its later glories the great fire of rome
is grounded in the latest scholarship on fire analysis and forensics walsh s multifaceted
analysis balanced insights and concise accessible prose make this book a versatile teaching
tool readers interested in ancient and modern rome urban life and civic disasters among other
things will be fascinated by this book

A History of Literary Criticism
2008-04-15

if the middle ages form the present day backdrop to the continents of westeros and essos then
antiquity is their resonant past the known world is haunted by the remnants of distant and
powerful civilizations without whose presence the novels of george r r martin and the ever
popular hbo show would lose much of their meaning and appeal in this essential sequel to
carolyne larrington s winter is coming the medieval world of game of thrones ayelet haimson
lushkov explores the echoes from the summer islands to storm s end of a rich antique history
she discusses for example the convergence of ancient rome and the reach scope and might of the
valyrian freehold she shows how the wanderings of tyrion lannister replay the journeys of
odysseus and aeneas she suggests that the war of the five kings resembles the war of the four
emperors 68 69 ad she also demonstrates just how the wall and the wildlings advancing on it



connect with hadrian s bulwark against fierce tribes of picts this book reveals the remarkable
extent to which the entire game of thrones universe is animated by its ancient past

The New Testament and the People of God
2013-03-21

the tombstone of julia velva one of the best preserved examples from roman britain was found
close to a roman road just outside the center of york fifty years old when she died in the
early third century julia velva was probably from a wealthy family able to afford a fine
monument patrick ottaway uses the tombstone as the starting point to investigate what the
world she lived in was like drawing on the latest archaeological discoveries and scientific
techniques the author describes the development of roman york s legionary fortress civilian
town and surrounding landscape he also looks at manufacturing and trade and considers the
structure of local society along with the latest analytical evidence for people of different
ethnic backgrounds aspects of daily life discussed include literacy costume cosmetics and diet
there are also chapters dedicated to the abundant york evidence for religion and burial
customs this book presents a picture of what one would have found on the edge of a great
empire at a time when york itself was at the height of its importance illustrated with dozens
of photographs specially prepared plans and illustrations this is an excellent study of one of
roman britain s most important places

Ancient Rome's Worst Emperors
2024-01-30

jan huizinga and roger caillois have already taught us to realize how important games and play



have been for pre modern civilization recent research has begun to acknowledge the fundamental
importance of these aspects in cultural religious philosophical and literary terms this volume
expands on the traditional approach still very much focused on the materiality of game toys
cards dice falcons dolls etc and acknowledges that game constituted also a form of coming to
terms with human existence in an unstable and volatile world determined by universal
randomness and fortune whether considering blessings or horse fighting falconry or card games
playing with dice or dolls we can gain a much deeper understanding of medieval and early
modern society when we consider how people pursued pleasure and how they structured their
leisure time the contributions examine a wide gamut of approaches to pleasure considering
health issues eroticism tournaments playing music reading and listening drinking alcohol
gambling and throwing dice this large issue was also relevant of course in non christian
societies and constitutes a critical concern both for the past and the present because we are
all homines ludentes

Satire
2021-03-17

the guide offers both an essential reference work for students of english and comparative
literature and a stimulating overview of literary translation in english book jacket

Medieval Italy
2004-08-02

this book is a sociological study of a societal grouping that has the popular title middle
class it argues that it is more precise to describe the middle classes as dominant groupings



and the book draws upon a wide range of characters from such groupings in a detailed analysis
of cultural practices those making an appearance include omnivores carnivores herbivores the
middle brow traditional culture vultures middle class plunderers the urban arts eclectic and
the english gentleman there is a particular focus on those expressing the silver disposition
predominantly affluent middle aged and white with a taste for conspicuous consumption and
established cultural forms the book brings together a range of disparate sources on the middle
classes and offers a sustained engagement with the concept of culture it illustrates the
extent to which social groups utilize the various assets at their disposal and seek to
maintain the legitimacy of their cultural practices the findings emphasise the continuing link
between class and taste culture and the middle classes will be of interest to those working in
the fields of class and culture across a range of disciplines including sociology cultural
studies social theory media studies and cultural anthropology

Routledge Revivals: Medieval Italy (2004)
2017-07-05

offering fresh readings of numerous neo latin texts medical analogy in latin satire provides
an introduction to medical issues in the tradition of latin satire the book explores what
functions physical diseases and peculiarities had in early modern satires and how satire was
considered as a form of healing instruction

The Great Fire of Rome
2019-10-01

unique in their broad based coverage the twelve essays in this book provide a fresh look at



some central aspects of roman culture and society

You Win or You Die
2017-04-30

everything you need to know about the cultural contexts of volpone the unremitting exposure of
human vileness is black and bleak redeemed perhaps by the eventual punishment of the
wrongdoers in an outcome achieved more by luck than justice this book provides detailed in
depth discussion of the various influences that a jacobean audience would have brought to
interpreting the play how did people think about the world about god about sin about kings
about civilized conduct about the predatory impulses that drive men to prey upon each other
historical literary political sociological backgrounds are explained within the biblical moral
matrices by which the play would have been judged this book links real life in the late 1600s
to the world on the stage discover the orthodox beliefs people held about religion meet the
devil the seven deadly sins and human depravity learn about the social hierarchy gender
relationships court corruption class tensions the literary profile of the time attitudes to
comedy and all the subversions transgressions and oppositions that made the play a topical
satire but also an unsettling picture of a world so close to disaster

Julia Velva, A Roman Lady from York
2021-05-30

a harvard business school professor and international entrepreneur explains the crucial
ingredient for success in the developing world entrepreneurial ventures often fail in the
developing world because of the lack of something taken for granted in the developed world



trust over centuries the developed world has built up customs and institutions like
enforceable contracts an impartial legal system credible regulatory bodies even unofficial but
respected sources of information like yelp or consumer reports that have created a high level
of what scholar and entrepreneur tarun khanna calls ambient trust if a product is fda approved
we feel confident it s safe if someone makes an untrue claim or breaks an agreement we can sue
police don t demand bribes to do their jobs certainly there are exceptions but when brought to
light they provoke a scandal not a shrug this is not the case in the developing world but
rather than become casualties of mistrust khanna shows that smart entrepreneurs adopt the
mindset that like it or not it s up to them to weave their own independent web of trust with
their employees partners clients and customers and with society as a whole this can requires
innovative approaches in places where the level of societal mistrust is so high that as in one
example khanna provides an official certification of quality simply arouses suspicion and
lowers sales using vivid examples from brazil china india mexico and elsewhere khanna shows
how entrepreneurs can build on existing customs and practices instead of trying to push
against them he highlights the role new technologies can play but cautions that these are not
panaceas and explains how entrepreneurs can find dependable partners in national and local
governments to create impact at scale

Pleasure and Leisure in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Age
2019-08-05

this book is a landmark study of shakespeare s politics as revealed in his later history plays
it offers the first ever survey of anti monarchism in western literature history and
philosophy tracked from hesiod and homer through to contemporaries of shakespeare such as
george buchanan and the authors of the mirror for magistrates thus demonstrating that anxiety
over monarchic power and contemptuous demolitions of kingship as a disastrously irrational



institution formed an important and irremovable body of reflection in prestigious western
writing overturning the widespread assumption that elizabethans believed in divine right
monarchy it exposits the anti monarchic critique built into shakespeare s histories and
marlowe s massacre at paris in five chapters of close literary critical readings paying
innovative attention to performance values part two focuses queen elizabeth s principal
challenger for national rule the earl of essex england s most popular man it demonstrates from
detailed readings that far from being an admirer of the war crazed unstable bi polar essex as
is regularly asserted shakespeare launched in richard ii and henry iv a campaign to puncture
the reputation of the great earl exposing him as a machiavel seeking elizabeth s throne
shakespeare emerges as a humane and clear sighted critic of the follies intrinsic to dynastic
monarchy yet hostile likewise to the rash militarist essex who would fling england into
permanent war against spain founded on an unprecedented and wide ranging study of anti
monarchist thought this book presents a significant contribution to shakespeare and marlowe
criticism studies of tudor england and the history of ideas

The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation
2000

Culture and the Middle Classes
2016-05-13



Medical Analogy in Latin Satire
2009-09-16

Experiencing Rome
2013-10-28

'Volpone' in Context
2016-11-21

Trust
2018-08-14

Majesty and the Masses in Shakespeare and Marlowe
2020-07-16
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